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General experimental requirements 

!  Search for HS particles in Heavy Flavour decays 
 
!  HS produced in charm and beauty decays have 
     significant PT 

!  Detector must be placed close to the target to maximize geometrical acceptance  
 
!  Effective (and “short”) muon shield is essential to reduce muon-induced backgrounds 
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The equations of the [SM] have been tested with far greater 
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don’t understand, we do understand the Matter we’re made 
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Only a description of EW symmetry breaking, not an explanation
furthermore Higgs field requires a delicate cancelation of large radiative corrections

No place for the particle(s) that make up the cosmic DM

Does not explain the asymmetry matter-antimatter3

The SM is not free of inadequacies:
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Only a description of EW symmetry breaking, not an explanation
furthermore Higgs field requires a delicate cancelation of large radiative corrections

No place for the particle(s) that make up the cosmic DM

Does not explain the asymmetry matter-antimatter3

The SM is not free of inadequacies:

we do not understand the Matter the Universe is made from

Where and how does the SM break down?
Which machine(s) will reveal this breakdown?
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Future colliders comparison

2 New Particles Working Group Report

• The ILC new physics program has been studied in great detail, and has excellent capabilities to
discover and measure the properties of new physics, including dark matter, with almost no loopholes.
A necessary requirement is that the new physics must be accessible. Essentially this means particles at
su�ciently low mass missed by LHC due to blind spots, or heavy physics indirectly accessible through
precision measurement. Discovery of physics beyond the standard model at LHC that is accessible at
ILC would make the case even more compelling.

• A 100 TeV pp collider has unprecedented and robust reach for new physics that is evident even with
the preliminary level of studies performed so far. It can probe an additional two orders of magnitude
in fine-tuning in supersymmetry compared to LHC14, and can discover WIMP dark matter up to the
TeV mass scale. Any discovery at the LHC would be accessible at this machine and could be better
studied there, making the case for these options even more compelling.

• High energy e+e� colliders such as CLIC and muon colliders o↵er a long-term program that can extend
precision and reach of a wide range of physics.

A summary of the energy reach for a range of physics beyond the SM at various proposed facilities is shown
in Fig. 1-1. This is a highly simplified plot. In particular, although the mass reach of hadron colliders is
generally very impressive, hadron colliders searches often have blind spots, for example due to compressed
spectra or suppressed couplings. Searches at e+e� colliders are much more model independent, but generally
have more limited mass reach. Many examples of this complementarity are discussed in the body of this
report.
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Figure 1-1. 95% confidence level upper limits for masses of new particles beyond the standard model
expected from pp and e+e� colliders at di↵erent energies. Although upper mass reach is generally higher at
pp colliders, these searches often have low-mass loopholes, while e+e� collider searches are remarkably free
of such loopholes.
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It can still be true 
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see G. Perez’s talk

Why going for HL-LHC? To gain more statistics! 
The winners are the channels that

1) are very rare: σ * L < O(1) @ 300/fb but σ * L > O(1) @ 3/ab 
2) do not saturate the statistical uncertainties, such that S/√B still scales like √L

(need to reduce the theoretical uncertainties as much as possible)

6

HEP with a Higgs boson
“If you don’t have the ball, you cannot score”

Higgs as a target Higgs as a tool

• observe it in as many channels as 
possible to measure its properties

• check of the coupling structure of 
the SM and its deformations

• interpret deviations of Higgs 
couplings as a sign of NP

• a portal to New Physics

• in initial states: rare decays (BSM 
Higgs decays)

e.g., h → μτ, h → J/Ψ+γ
• in final states as an object that 
can be reconstructed and tagged
(BSM Higgs productions)

e.g., t → h+c, H → hh 

See FR,Pomarol,Gupta’14

I think this is a....

Messi-Goal!!!
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couplings as a sign of NP

• a portal to New Physics
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• in final states as an object that 
can be reconstructed and tagged
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I think this is a....

Messi-Goal!!!Profound change in paradigm: 
missing SM particle ➪ tool to explore SM and venture into physics landscape beyond

Now with the Higgs boson in their feet, 
particle physicists can... play as well as Germans against Brazilians
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HEP with a Higgs boson
The successes have been breathtaking

 in O(2) years, the Higgs mass has been measured to 0.2% (vs 0.5% for the 20-year old top)
 some of its couplings, e.g. κγ, have been measured with LEP accuracy (10-3)
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HEP with a Higgs boson
The successes have been breathtaking

 in O(2) years, the Higgs mass has been measured to 0.2% (vs 0.5% for the 20-year old top)
 some of its couplings, e.g. κγ, have been measured with LEP accuracy (10-3)

The meaning of the Higgs

Particle physics is not so much about particles but more about fundamental principles

 About 10-10s after the Big Bang, the Universe filled with the 
Higgs substance because it saved energy by doing so: the 
vacuum is not empty!

 The masses are emergent quantities due to a non-trivial 
vacuum structure
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Higgs agenda for the LHC-II, HL-LHC, ILC/CLIC, FCC, CepC, CppC, SHiP

multiple independent, synergetic and complementary approaches to achieve precision (couplings), 
sensitivity (rare and forbidden decays) and perspective (role of Higgs dynamics in broad issues 

like EWSB and vacuum stability, baryogenesis, inflation, naturalness, etc)

M.L. Mangano, Washington ’15
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 in O(2) years, the Higgs mass has been measured to 0.2% (vs 0.5% for the 20-year old top)
 some of its couplings, e.g. κγ, have been measured with LEP accuracy (10-3)

http://indico.cern.ch/event/340703/session/60/contribution/250/material/slides/0.pdf
http://indico.cern.ch/event/340703/session/60/contribution/250/material/slides/0.pdf
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multiple independent, synergetic and complementary approaches to achieve precision (couplings), 
sensitivity (rare and forbidden decays) and perspective (role of Higgs dynamics in broad issues 

like EWSB and vacuum stability, baryogenesis, inflation, naturalness, etc)

M.L. Mangano, Washington ’15 rare Higgs decays: h→μμ, h→γZ
 Higgs flavor violating couplings: h→μτ and t→hc
 Higgs CP violating couplings
 exclusive Higgs decays (e.g. h→J/Ψ+γ ) and measurement of couplings to light quarks 
 exotic Higgs decay channels: 

h→ ET, h→4b, h→2b2μ, h→4τ,2τ2μ, h→4j, h →2γ2j, h→4γ, h→γ/2γ+ ET, 

h→isolated leptons+ ET, h→2l+ ET, h→one/two lepton-jet(s)+X, h→bb+ ET, h→ττ+ ET ...

 searches for extended Higgs sectors (H, A, H±,H±±...)
 Higgs self-coupling(s)
 Higgs width
 Higgs/axion coupling?
 ...
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Higgs couplings and model discriminations
The pattern of Higgs coupling deviations is a signature of the underlying 

dynamics beyond the Standard Model
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Figure 6: Two examples of models of new physics and their predicted e↵ects on the pattern
of Higgs boson couplings. Left: a supersymmetric model. Right: a model with Higgs boson
compositeness. The error bars indicate the 1� uncertainties expected from the model-
independent fit to the full ILC data set.

the Higgs field. The value of this coupling gives evidence on the nature of the phase
transition in the early universe from the symmetric state of the weak interaction
theory to the state of broken symmetry with a nonzero value of the Higgs field.

In the Standard Model, this transition is predicted to be continuous [21]. However,
if the transition were first-order, it would put the universe out of thermal equilibrium
and, through possible CP violating interactions in the Higgs sector, it would allow the
generation of a nonzero baryon-antibaryon asymmetry. This is not the only theory
for the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry, but it is the only theory in which all relevant
parameters can potentially be measured at accelerators, setting up a quantitative
experimental test.

The first step would be to test the nature of the phase transition. Models in
which the phase transition is first-order typically require the Higgs self-coupling to
di↵er from the value predicted by the Standard Model [22]. The Higgs self-coupling
can be a factor of 2 larger in some models [23].

At the High-Luminosity LHC, double Higgs production can be detected in well-
chosen final states, for example, the state in which one Higgs boson decays to ��, pro-
viding a clean signal, while the other decays to bb, providing the maximum rate. This
process should eventually be observed at the LHC, though current fast-simulation
studies are rather pessimistic [24].

At the ILC at 500 GeV, pairs of Higgs bosons are produced through e+e� ! Zhh.
All Higgs decay modes are observable and will contribute to the measurement. The
modes hh ! bbbb and hh ! bbWW have been studied in full simulation at the center

12

ILC Physics WG, ’15

http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.05992
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.05992
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Higgs couplings and model discriminations
The pattern of Higgs coupling deviations is a signature of the underlying 

dynamics beyond the Standard Model
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Figure 6: Two examples of models of new physics and their predicted e↵ects on the pattern
of Higgs boson couplings. Left: a supersymmetric model. Right: a model with Higgs boson
compositeness. The error bars indicate the 1� uncertainties expected from the model-
independent fit to the full ILC data set.

the Higgs field. The value of this coupling gives evidence on the nature of the phase
transition in the early universe from the symmetric state of the weak interaction
theory to the state of broken symmetry with a nonzero value of the Higgs field.

In the Standard Model, this transition is predicted to be continuous [21]. However,
if the transition were first-order, it would put the universe out of thermal equilibrium
and, through possible CP violating interactions in the Higgs sector, it would allow the
generation of a nonzero baryon-antibaryon asymmetry. This is not the only theory
for the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry, but it is the only theory in which all relevant
parameters can potentially be measured at accelerators, setting up a quantitative
experimental test.

The first step would be to test the nature of the phase transition. Models in
which the phase transition is first-order typically require the Higgs self-coupling to
di↵er from the value predicted by the Standard Model [22]. The Higgs self-coupling
can be a factor of 2 larger in some models [23].

At the High-Luminosity LHC, double Higgs production can be detected in well-
chosen final states, for example, the state in which one Higgs boson decays to ��, pro-
viding a clean signal, while the other decays to bb, providing the maximum rate. This
process should eventually be observed at the LHC, though current fast-simulation
studies are rather pessimistic [24].

At the ILC at 500 GeV, pairs of Higgs bosons are produced through e+e� ! Zhh.
All Higgs decay modes are observable and will contribute to the measurement. The
modes hh ! bbbb and hh ! bbWW have been studied in full simulation at the center

12

ILC Physics WG, ’15

hff hVV hγγ hγZ hGG h

MSSM √ √ √ √
NMSSM √ √ √ √ √

PGB Composite √ √ √ √
SUSY Composite √ √ √ √ √ √

SUSY partly-composite √ √ √ √
“Bosonic TC” √

Higgs as a dilaton √ √ √ √

Expected largest corrections to Higgs couplings:
~~ expected largest relative deviations ~~ 

A. Pomarol, Naturalness ’15

3

http://indico.cern.ch/event/290373/session/12/contribution/16/material/slides/0.pdf
http://indico.cern.ch/event/290373/session/12/contribution/16/material/slides/0.pdf
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The Higgs boson and the gauge principle
Particle physics is not so much about particles but more about fundamental principles

One of the most puzzling questions raised by the Higgs discovery:

Are gauge theories the right principle 
to understand/describe fundamental interactions?

Higgs interactions: many different couplings not set by any gauge symmetry

triviality/stability
of EW vacuum

mass and mixing 
hierarchy flavour & CP

LHiggs = V0 � µ2H†H + �
�
H†H
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�
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hierarchy problem
mH � 100 GeV ⇥ MPl
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The Higgs boson and the gauge principle
Particle physics is not so much about particles but more about fundamental principles

One of the most puzzling questions raised by the Higgs discovery:

Are gauge theories the right principle 
to understand/describe fundamental interactions?

Higgs interactions: many different couplings not set by any gauge symmetry

triviality/stability
of EW vacuum

mass and mixing 
hierarchy flavour & CP

LHiggs = V0 � µ2H†H + �
�
H†H

⇥2
+
�
yij⇤̄Li⇤RjH + h.c.

⇥

vacuum energy
cosmological constant

V0 ⇥ (2� 10�3 eV)4 ⇤ M4
PL

hierarchy problem
mH � 100 GeV ⇥ MPl

What are the interactions of the non-SM matter?
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and, since it is easy to obtain DM out of it, there was no need for light/hidden sector
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The interactions of the non-SM matterWhere is new physics?

– p. 3

the jury is still out

We expected TeV scale new physics with sizable couplings to solve the hierarchy problem, 
and, since it is easy to obtain DM out of it, there was no need for light/hidden sector

Except for the QCD axion, 
light weakly coupled new sector was not part of the theory Grand Picture
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Where is everybody: Should we worry?

DESY
LC2013 G. Dissertori

Interpretations of generic searches

24

in the context of a concrete model, here MSUGRA/cMSSM

ATLA
S

-C
O

N
F-2013-047

here: example of scenario compatible with a low-mass Higgs as recently discovered 

in the context of a simplified MSSM scenario

eg. for m(squark) = m(gluino), exclude below ~1800 GeV

these searches typically target large Meff and large 

difference m(SUSY) - m(LSP)

the very inclusive searches keep sensitivity even for m(LSP) 

up to several hundreds of GeV (at some stage trigger-

constrained) 

recently also targeting more compressed 

spectra and higher jet multiplicities

ATLA
S

-C
O

N
F-2013-047

Bechtle, Plehn, Sander: The Status of Supersymmetry after the LHC Run 1 19
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Fig. 15. A selection of published limits on the production of third-generation squarks from the ATLAS experiment.
All limits are given in the form of SMS limits on individual production processes (see references in the plot). Similar
results are obtained from the CMS experiment (see e.g. Ref. [79]). (Adapted from Refs. [78, 81, 83, 86, 90–92].)

that carry a fraction of more than 0.05 of the transverse momentum of the large-R jet, an invariant mass is
reconstructed. The distribution of this reconstructed mass is shown in figure 14(a) after preselection cuts.
Flavour tagging is then applied to the sub-jets, which should contain a b-quark jet. It can be seen that
for signal events, the jet-mass distribution shows a very broad peak-like structure around the top-quark
mass. The remaining backgrounds are tt̄ and single top quark production, tt̄ production in association
with a vector boson, Z+jets, and diboson production. The data show a slight, but insignificant excess
over the background.

An example is a search from the CMS experiment, which is both sensitive to t̃
1

! t�̃0

1

and to non-
resonant t̃

1

! bW �̃0

1

at intermediate values of m
˜t1

[79]. There, the variable m
T

already introduced in
the previous section is used as a discriminator against events where the real missing transverse energy is
exclusively stemming from a W ! `⌫ decay, such as semileptonic tt̄ events. No excess over the background
is observed, and the variable is used as an input to a multivariate selection, from which limits are derived.

An overview of the currently published search results and limits is given in figure 15 using examples
from the ATLAS collaboration [78, 81, 83, 86, 90–92]. Similar results are available from CMS [79].
As expected, the observed sensitivity is governed by the kinematic regions defined in figure 13. The
strongest limits reach up to m

˜t1
> 700 GeV for the assumption of the full strong-production cross section

and, more importantly, of 100% branching ratio into the given decay. This limit by itself is already
touching the areas which could be considered theoretically interesting for an elaboration on the natural
ability of SUSY to explain the hierarchy problem of the SM, without unduly fine-tuning the SUSY-
parameters themselves. For m

˜

11
⇡ O(1 TeV) and higher, the di↵erence between the SUSY scale and

the electroweak scale becomes too large to explain the hierarchy problem of the SM Higgs mass without
additional assumptions. However, as explained in section 4.1, the kinematics of the decays close to the

cMSSM ➛ Natural SUSY/RPV SUSY

There are still holes and the LHC will look at them

G.
 D
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i, 
EC
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 ’1

3

http://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/5840/session/30/contribution/18/material/slides/0.pdf
http://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/5840/session/30/contribution/18/material/slides/0.pdf
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The energy scale(s) of new physics

42! Joe Lykken | WIN2015 Conference, MPIK Heidelberg!

• #Superpartner#parHcles:#Wino,#Bino,#Higgsino,#sneutrino,#…#

• #Axions#
• #KaluzaTKlein#parHcles#from#extra#dimensions#

• #Sterile#neutrinos#
• #Asymmetric#dark#maVer#

• #WIMPzillas#(don’t#ask…)##

#

Dark matter bestiary!

13.06.15!
T. Tait, DM@LHC ’14

http://indico.cern.ch/event/312657/session/4/contribution/31/material/slides/0.pdf
http://indico.cern.ch/event/312657/session/4/contribution/31/material/slides/0.pdf
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The energy scale(s) of new physics

42! Joe Lykken | WIN2015 Conference, MPIK Heidelberg!

• #Superpartner#parHcles:#Wino,#Bino,#Higgsino,#sneutrino,#…#

• #Axions#
• #KaluzaTKlein#parHcles#from#extra#dimensions#

• #Sterile#neutrinos#
• #Asymmetric#dark#maVer#

• #WIMPzillas#(don’t#ask…)##

#

Dark matter bestiary!

13.06.15!
T. Tait, DM@LHC ’14

The prediction about the mass scale of DM comes with large error bars:
10�22 eV < mDM < 1020 GeV

(ALPs) (Wimpzillas, Q-balls)

http://indico.cern.ch/event/312657/session/4/contribution/31/material/slides/0.pdf
http://indico.cern.ch/event/312657/session/4/contribution/31/material/slides/0.pdf
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An interesting experimental clue (?)
Distributions of DM  are flatter than what ΛCDM predicts1. Cores in field dwarfs

Flat core

THINGS (dwarf galaxy survey) - Oh et al. (2011)

Sharp cusp

Moore (1994), Flores & Primack (1994), ...

 ~ r

21 cm emission from gas

S.H. Oh et al.  ’15

Non-gravitational dark matter interactions
SM SM

DMDM

DM SM

SMDM

SM DM

DMSM

Direct detection Indirect detection

DM DM

DMDM
Self-interactionsColliders

?Self-interacting dark matter

• What is the self-scattering cross section?

Figure-of-merit:

Number of scatterings =  x (/m) x velocity x tage

Typical cross section required to solve small scale anomalies

S. Tullin, IFAE ’15

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.2777
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.2777
https://indico.ifae.es/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=167
https://indico.ifae.es/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=167
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An interesting experimental clue (?)
Distributions of DM  are flatter than what ΛCDM predicts1. Cores in field dwarfs

Flat core

THINGS (dwarf galaxy survey) - Oh et al. (2011)

Sharp cusp

Moore (1994), Flores & Primack (1994), ...

 ~ r

21 cm emission from gas

S.H. Oh et al.  ’15

Non-gravitational dark matter interactions
SM SM

DMDM

DM SM

SMDM

SM DM

DMSM

Direct detection Indirect detection

DM DM

DMDM
Self-interactionsColliders

?
Different halos have different velocities

Cores in different systems are probing self-interactions at different energies

Dwarf galaxy Spiral galaxy Cluster of galaxies
Low energies (v/c ~ 10-4) Medium energies (v/c ~ 10-3) High energies (v/c ~ 10-2)

Lesson #3: Different size dark matter halos have 
different characteristic velocities

Like probing DM at different colliders w/. different beam energies
All consistent with the self-interacting DM picture

S. Tullin, IFAE ’15

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.2777
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.2777
https://indico.ifae.es/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=167
https://indico.ifae.es/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=167
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Self-Interacting DM

~WIMP DM~ ~ Light mediator DM~

From astrophysics to particle physics

WIMPs have self-interactions (weak interaction) 




Z




self-interaction

 = dark matter (e.g. SUSY particle)

Z boson = mediator particle

Cross section:

Mass:

WIMP self-interaction cross section is way too small

� ⇠
g4 m2

�

m4
Z

⇠ 10�36 cm2

m� ⇠ 100GeV

�/m� ⇠ 10�14 cm2/g

From astrophysics to particle physics

Large cross section required









self-interaction

Mediator mass below than weak scale

Cross section:

Lesson #1: self-interactions require new dark 
sector states (mediator) below 1 GeV.

� ⇠
g4 m2

�

m4
�

m� ⇠ 1� 100MeV

�/m� ⇠ 1 cm2/g

Dark photon? Dark Higgs?

Are DM self-interactions controlled by gauge symmetry? which one?

S. Tullin, IFAE ’15

https://indico.ifae.es/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=167
https://indico.ifae.es/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=167
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only small numbers associated to the breaking of a symmetry survive quantum corrections
( others are not necessarily theoretically inconsistent 
but they require some conspiracy at different scales )
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Naturalness & TeV scale new physics
Following the arguments of Wilson, ‘t Hooft (and others):

only small numbers associated to the breaking of a symmetry survive quantum corrections
( others are not necessarily theoretically inconsistent 
but they require some conspiracy at different scales )

Natural vs. unnatural
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Hierarchy problem is not a “just-so story”
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courtesy to N. Craig  @ Blois ’15

http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
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Unnatural!

Hierarchy problem is not a “just-so story”

3

courtesy to N. Craig  @ Blois ’15

The Higgs mass in the SM doesn’t break any (quantum*) symmetry

* it does break classical scale invariance, as the running of the gauge couplings does too!

http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
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Naturalness principle @ work
Following the arguments of Wilson, ‘t Hooft (and others): 

only small numbers associated to the breaking of a symmetry survive quantum corrections
( others are not necessarily theoretically inconsistent 
but they require some conspiracy at different scales )

Beautiful examples of naturalness  to understand the need of “new” physics
see for instance Giudice ’13 (and refs. therein) for a recent account

http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
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Naturalness principle @ work
Following the arguments of Wilson, ‘t Hooft (and others): 

only small numbers associated to the breaking of a symmetry survive quantum corrections
( others are not necessarily theoretically inconsistent 
but they require some conspiracy at different scales )

Beautiful examples of naturalness  to understand the need of “new” physics
see for instance Giudice ’13 (and refs. therein) for a recent account

 the need of the positron to screen the electron self-energy
 the rho meson to cutoff the EM contribution to the charged pion mass
 the kaon mass difference regulated by the charm quark
 the light Higgs boson to screen the EW corrections to gauge bosons self-energies
 ...
 New physics at the TeV scale to cancel the UV sensitivity of the Higgs mass?

http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
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The Darwinian solution to the Hierarchy 
Other origin of small/large numbers according to Weyl and Dirac:

hierarchies are induced/created by the time evolution/the age of the Universe
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The Darwinian solution to the Hierarchy 
Other origin of small/large numbers according to Weyl and Dirac:

hierarchies are induced/created by the time evolution/the age of the Universe

 Higgs mass-squared promoted to a field
 The field evolves in time in the early universe
 The mass-squared relaxes to a small negative value
 The electroweak symmetry breaking stops the time-dependence

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15

http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07551
http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07551
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The Darwinian solution to the Hierarchy 
Other origin of small/large numbers according to Weyl and Dirac:

hierarchies are induced/created by the time evolution/the age of the Universe

 Higgs mass-squared promoted to a field
 The field evolves in time in the early universe
 The mass-squared relaxes to a small negative value
 The electroweak symmetry breaking stops the time-dependence

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15

Self-organized criticality
when the Higgs mass becomes negative, it 

back-reacts and generates a potential barrier 
that stops the evolution of the scanning field

http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07551
http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07551
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Higgs-axion cosmological relaxation

slowly rolling field (inflation provides friction) that scans the Higgs mass

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15
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a small dimensionful coupling to the Higgs. This small coupling will help set the weak scale, and will be technically
natural, making the weak scale technically natural and solving the hierarchy problem.

We add to the standard model Lagrangian the following terms:

(�M2 + g�)|h|2 + V (g�) +
1

32⇡2

�

f
G̃µ⌫Gµ⌫ (1)

where M is the cuto↵ of the theory (where SM loops are cuto↵), h is the Higgs doublet, Gµ⌫ is the QCD field strength
(and G̃µ⌫ = ✏µ⌫↵�G↵�), g is our dimensionful coupling, and we have neglected order one numbers. We have set the
mass of the Higgs to be at the cuto↵ M so that it is natural. The field � is like the QCD axion, but can take on field
values much larger than f . However, despite its non-compact nature it has all the properties of the QCD axion with
couplings set by f . Setting g ! 0, the Lagrangian has a shift symmetry � ! �+2⇡f (broken from a continuous shift
symmetry by non-perturbative QCD e↵ects). Thus, g can be treated as a spurion that breaks this symmetry entirely.
This coupling can generate small potential terms for �, and we take the potential with technically natural values by
expanding in powers of g�. Non-perturbative e↵ects of QCD produce an additional potential for �, satisfying the
discrete shift symmetry. Below the QCD scale, our potential becomes

(�M2 + g�)|h|2 +
�
gM2� + g2�2 + · · · � + ⇤4 cos(�/f) (2)

where the ellipsis represents terms higher order in g�/M2, and thus we take the range of validity for � in this e↵ective
field theory to be � . M2/g. We have approximated the periodic potential generated by QCD as a cosine, but in fact
the precise form will not a↵ect our results. Of course ⇤ is very roughly set by QCD, but with important corrections
that we discuss below. Both g and ⇤ break symmetries and it is technically natural for them to be much smaller than
the cuto↵. The parameters g and ⇤ are responsible for the smallness of the weak scale. This model plus inflation
solves the hierarchy problem.

�

V (�)

FIG. 1: Here is a characterization of the �’s potential in the region where the barriers begin to become important. This is the
one-dimensional slice in the field space after the Higgs is integrated out, e↵ectively setting it to its minimum. To the left, the
Higgs vev is essentially zero, and is O(mW) when the barriers become visible. The density of barriers are greatly reduced for
clarity.

We will now examine the dynamics of this model in the early universe. We take an initial value for � such that the
e↵ective mass-squared of the Higgs, m2

h, is positive. During inflation, � will slow-roll, thereby scanning the physical
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and ultimately prevents 

𝜙 from rolling down further
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~interesting cosmology signatures~
◎ BBN constraints

◎ decaying DM signs in 𝛾-rays background
◎ ALPs

◎ superradiance

~interesting signatures @ SHiP~
◎ production of light scalars 

by B and K decays

see also Espinosa, Grojean, Pomarol, Pujolas, Servant ’15
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no BSM major discovery  
without a thorough understanding 

of SM background

➾ ➾ ➾
the 3 frontiers might
be more intertwined 

than originally thought
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Conclusions
 What are the weak points in our current 

understanding and practices?

 What are the growth areas in technique 
and capability?

 Where are the sweet spots where those 
two meet?
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understanding and practices?

 What are the growth areas in technique 
and capability?

 Where are the sweet spots where those 
two meet?

Let us explore the unknown and be surprised!
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